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Is the Customer at the CENTRE of
your Digital Transformation?

Every organisation faces the impact of
Digital Disruption. There is an increasing
urgency to transform - whether they like
it or not.

from and talking with experts who
have real world knowledge of these
challenges.

They will journey with you through
From MNCs and GLCs to SMEs and digital transformations within the vital
NGOs, success depends on the value to context of the Customer Experience,
the Brand, Communication and Talent
the end-user – the customer.
And yet, the customer is often not truly at strategies; underpinned by CRM, and
measurement systems, guiding you
the centre of Digital Transformation.
through the complexities of how to
This Conference will help you correct transform successfully.
that. It will show you how to unleash
the true power of digital transformation This Conference will show you how to
by getting everyone to focus on the stay ahead of the game by learning from
customer and partner across all other people’s mistakes and experience
to leapfrog the learning curve.
functions.
Transform your thinking and shift your
capability by spending a day hearing

At this thought provoking workshop, immerse yourself in CONVERSATIONS,
not only between brands and consumers but between thought leaders and
attendees of this conference. Look forward to:
• Success stories and failures from experts heading the world’s most beloved
brands.
• Insights from case studies of transformation and innovation strategies with the
customer at the centre.
• Learn about the new emerging practices in Brand Development, Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) and Organisational Change that are accelerating
performance and helping organisations navigate our increasingly complex world.
• Take home a checklist of action items of positive changes to be implemented
within your organisation.
Flying in from New Zealand to drive the conference is Paul Stewart, former Chief
Economist, Transformation Consultant to major corporations and notable author
in the customer experience space. Paul has curated topics to rewire your thinking
to extract maximum value from your digital transformations by focusing on
your consumers – your customers and your employees.
Get ready to transform your thinking and gain valuable insights on how your
company can stay ahead of the curve!
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CONFERENCE
SPEAKERS

PAUL STEWART

ABOUT
YOUR
CONFERENCE
DRIVER

Chief Executive Officer
P.S. Thinking New Zealand
Author, Speaker & International Consultant

Paul is a Chief Economist who has developed his approach and models
for transformation from over 25 years of diverse experience as a
Chief Economist, CEO, C-Suite roles and consulting in Organisational
Change, Transformation and Innovation.
He co-authored the best-seller ‘Branded Customer Service’, which has
been published in 20 countries and 11 foreign languages.
Paul has worked directly with CEOs and executives throughout the
world, helping them to align customer experience to brands and
to integrate their culture and strategy. He has provided advisory
services in a wide range of industries including: Banking and Finance,
Insurance, Telecommunications, Retail, Tourism, Manufacturing and
Government.
Organisations are complex social systems. Amid this complexity, Paul
helps CEOs and their senior teams find new insights, to develop new
perspectives and new pathways to the future.
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WHAT
YOU WILL
LEARN

CONFERENCE
LEARNINGS

According to Forrester, 63% of business leaders in Southeast
Asia see improving CX as their top business priority.
The core experiences of business – Customer, Employee,
Product and Brand Experience needs to seamlessly converge
now.
Hear how some of the most successful organisations transformed key functions
relating to Brands, Customers and Employees.
Unlock the biggest mistakes organisations are making as they try to embrace the
digital world.
Understand more about how to put the customer at the centre of the organisation.
Discover what is ‘on-brand’ organisation and why it matters more today.
Find out the key attributes of change culture that enable faster and better
innovation.
Deepen your understanding about how to maximise the potential of your people.
Learn about the fundamental strategies enabling your organisation to never have
to transform again.
Gain new insights about the guiding principles for influencing social systems of
customers and employees.

WHO
SHOULD
ATTEND

Senior leaders and decision makers across all organisational
functions. You’ll leave with powerful new insights, proven
tools and methods, and valuable new connections: Chief
Marketing Officers – Chief Innovation Officers – Chief
Technology Officers – Vice Presidents – Executive Directors
– CEOs – MDs – GMs of: Marketing Social Media Creative
Content Advertising Business Development Digital Marketing
Personal Branding.
• Chief Marketing Officers
As we enter the era of Industry 4.0, marketers should develop a data driven mindset
especially in the current ecosystem of Digital Disruption, major Social Changes and
the reordering of the influence on Brands.
• Chief Customer Officers, Experienced Leaders in Customer Relationship
Management (CRM)
Customer relationship management is at the epicentre of today’s transformation
challenge. Digital disruption is providing enormous potential to connect and deliver
value to our customers. Failure to do so correctly, will damage relationships and
destroy value. What are the latest insights and key emerging practices that enable
us to navigate the added complexity of today’s customer world?
• Senior Human Resources and Organisational Development professionals
At the heart of transformation, the challenge is People - Capability, Capacity
(resilience) and Creativity. The people professions: Human Resource (HR),
Organisational Development (OD), Learning & Development (L&D), Talent Managers
– must embrace new practices and methods to build the potential and realise the
promise of People, Leaders, Culture and Climate. What’s different today and how
can we become a more effective strategic partner during this time?
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9.00am

9.15am

Welcome Note from Organiser

THE BIG PICTURE

THE CUSTOMER-DRIVEN TRANSFORMATION REVOLUTION!
CHANGE LIKE WE’VE NEVER SEEN IT
In this session, international consultant and advisor to CEOs, Paul Stewart will help you
decode what the enormous changes in our world mean for you.
• How will brands and organisations survive the disruption?
• Why ‘Brand’ should be at the centre of your organization’s world during this time?
• What is an ‘on-brand’ organisation and why it matters more today?
How to put brand at the centre of strategy. In this session, Paul will commence a
theme to on Marketing, HR and Customer Experience must work together in digital
transformation. You will learn about your number one audience – and it may be different
to the one that you think it is! Be inspired and challenged by statistics, stories and models
of change.
Paul Stewart, CEO, P.S. Thinking, New Zealand
Author, Speaker & International Consultant

9.45am

THE MIND OF A CUSTOMER-DRIVEN TRANSFORMATION WINNER
Talk is cheap. Results shout out loud. We speak about a fast-changing and world digital
disruption. *What is the mindset required to win in this digital world?
*How do we back that mindset with disciplined implementation?

10.35am

12.00pm

PAUL
STEWART

Chief Executive Officer
P.S. Thinking New Zealand
Author, Speaker
& International Consultant

OPENING KEYNOTE

*What results can we expect?
Be inspired by Rene Werner who will address these questions. Rene will share with you
the the ups, the downs and now, the triumphs that Celcom Axiata has achieved in its
customer-driven digital transformation. You will walk away with a practical understanding
of the building blocks of success in a world of customer-driven digital transformation.
René Werner, Chief Customer Service & Customer Experience Officer, Celcom Axiata

11.00am

MORNING
PROGRAMME

Chief Customer Service
& Customer Experience Officer
Celcom Axiata

BREAK & NETWORKING

OUTSIDE-LOOKING IN

WHAT ARE THE SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN OUR WORLD AND THE IMPLICATIONS?
In this Panel Session, you will get a chance hear from the experts! Your panel will bring
perspectives on what is happening in the outside world – the world that you need to
be responding to! Get to know the growing trends in Malaysia’s digital landscape and
understand the future of customer experience. Learn how your company can thrive within
this ecosystem. Learn the perspectives from key experts in the areas of digital, customer
trends, business models, and brands. Come away better armed with knowledge to face
the future!
Moderator: George Aveling, Chief Executive Officer, TMI Malaysia
Imran Kunalan Abdullah, Advisor/Principal Consultant –Digital Talent Development
& Leadership and People Analytics
Noelle Lim, Director, BFM Edge Education

THE
CUSTOMER PICTURE
In this session, Paul Stewart will give you a new way of thinking about transformation.

Paul will help you re-imagine the role of marketing in the new era. He will show you how
to create an organisation that will never have to “transform” again. (Hint: be prepared to
change your views what form of communication shapes cultures in the digital age). He
will talk about why culture is critically important during this time of disruption. He will
provoke your thinking: Are you clear on what sort of culture you need to successfully
transform in this digital world How do you create it? Learn how you can improve your ROI
through the customer experience.
Paul Stewart, CEO, P.S. Thinking, New Zealand
Author, Speaker & International Consultant

12.45pm

RENÉ
WERNER

LUNCH & NETWORKING

IMRAN KUNALAN
ABDULLAH

Advisor/Principal Consultant –Digital
Talent Development
& Leadership and People Analytics

NOELLE
LIM

Director
BFM Edge Education

GEORGE
AVELING

Chief Executive Officer
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2.00pm

AFTERNOON
PROGRAMME

THE INSIDE PICTURE

CASE STUDY: THE CUSTOMER-DRIVEN INSIDE STORY OF TRANSFORMATION
The hardest part of any transformation is to create shifts in mindsets. In this session,
learn from someone who has faced the obstacles on the inside, as a part of the
company’s digital transformation journey. What can you expect on the inside of the
organisation on your digital transformation journey? How should you face those issues?
Learn tips techniques from a seasoned player!
Laurence Smith, Head, Asia Region, SmartUP

LAURENCE
SMITH
Head, Asia Region
SmartUP

3.00pm

Audience
Powered
Session

SPOTLIGHT SESSION

PRACTICAL STORIES FROM TRANSFORMATION LEADERS
The journey of transformation is a cumulative journey of the person driving that change.
We have handpicked a list of industry thought leaders that have both lived through
and galvanised changes in their organisation to go under the spotlight to answer YOUR
burning questions. Pick their brains for an interactive on-stage session where you can
ask...
• How to get the buy-in from all departments to drive change
• What are the areas to invest in the customer experience
• How do we evolve together with our customer in this digital world. What role will AI play
in driving customer experience and more...
IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Vigneswaran Sivalingam, Director of Operations, Teledirect Telecommerce
Mohd Adam Wee Abdullah, Group CMO & Chief, Customer Experience Officer, CIMB
Group
Stephanie Caunter, Global Director, Marketing and Communications, Catcha Group
Moderator: Malati Siniah, Content Architect

4.00pm

4.30pm

Crowd
Sourcing
Your Ideas

BREAK & NETWORKING

YOUR PICTURE MOVING FORWARD

TURNING INSIGHTS INTO ACTION: GETTING JOINED UP FOR CUSTOMER-DRIVEN
TRANSFORMATION
This will be a conference that ends with a big difference!
Can you imagine what happens when many great minds converge to create new
perspectives and insights?
Be prepared for an immersive, crowd-sourcing experience!
You will be immersed with other participants to get ready for your transformation journey
ahead. You will connect with like minds, and then be engaged in practical experience to
partner with key players in the transformation journey – Marketing, HR and the Customer
Experience. You will get to walk away with a framework to get Joined UP across the
organisation to make transformation happen!
Driver of Ideas: Paul Stewart, CEO, P.S. Thinking, New Zealand
Author, Speaker & International Consultant

6.00pm

CONFERENCE ENDS

VIGNESWARAN
SIVALINGAM
Director of Operations
Teledirect Telecommerce

STEPHANIE
CAUNTER

Global Director, Marketing
& Communications
Catcha Group

MOHD ADAM WEE
ABDULLAH
Group CMO & Chief,
Customer Experience Officer
CIMB Group

REGISTRATION
FORM

Date:
19 July 2018
Venue:
The Grand Ballroom
Sime Darby Convention Centre
1A, Jalan Bukit Kiara 1,
60000 Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

CONTACT INFORMATION
NAME					DESIGNATION
ORGANISATION
CONTACT NUMBER				EMAIL
POSTAL ADDRESS

Tel : (+603) 2089 3688
Time: 8.30 AM - 6.00 PM
INDIVIDUAL TICKET PRICE

RM2300 per pax

BUY 5 PAX FREE 2 PAX

@ RM2200 per pax
BUY 3 PAX FREE 1 PAX

@ RM2200 per pax

PARTICIPANT/S DETAILS
NAME					DESIGNATION
CONTACT NUMBER				EMAIL
NAME					DESIGNATION
CONTACT NUMBER				EMAIL
NAME					DESIGNATION

50

POINTS

BOOMERANG
4As Membership Accreditation Points
CHEQUE MADE PAYABLE TO:
SLEDGEHAMMER
COMMUNICATIONS (M)
SDN BHD 289967-W
22B, Jalan Tun Mohd Fuad 1,
Taman Tun Dr. Ismail,
60000 Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
Bank Transfer to
RHB Bank Berhad

CONTACT NUMBER				EMAIL
NAME					DESIGNATION
CONTACT NUMBER				EMAIL
NAME					DESIGNATION
CONTACT NUMBER				EMAIL
Registration & Payment
• Full payment is required upon registration.
• Registrations without full payment will be treated as provisional and will not be guaranteed a training place.

2-14389-000-10505

Payment can be made via a crossed cheque payable to ‘Sledgehammer Communications (M) Sdn Bhd’ at least 7 days before
conference commencement.

Swift Code: RHBBMYKL

NO CANCELLATION is allowed but a replacement participant can be sent.
Sledgehammer Communications (M) Sdn Bhd reserves the right to change the conference programme due to unforeseen
circumstances.
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